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Composer, performer and creative animateur, Nik Bärtsch, has emerged as a major force
in contemporary European music. Bärtsch, who has created a highly individual form that
fuses jazz, funk and minimal music, will tour India with the zenfunk quartet RONIN. Ronin
incorporates elements of disparate musical worlds, be they funk, new classical music or
sounds from Japanese ritual music.
Following close on the heels of Nik Bärtsch's tour, is QUANTUM by choreographer Gilles
Jobin, recipient of the Swiss Grand Award for Dance 2015, in Bangalore and Delhi.
Jobin's radical artistic directions have made him a pioneer among a new generation of
European choreographers. He was awarded the first Collide@CERN Geneva prize in
Dance and Performance for his proposal to explore through interventions and dance the
relationship between mind and body at the world's largest particle physics laboratory.
Do save the dates and come view the brilliance of these two stars from the Swiss cultural
firmament!
Pro Helvetia New Delhi
November 2015

Swiss photographer Anne Golaz at Delhi Photo Festival 2015
Anne Golaz who is currently in India to participate in the Delhi Photo
Festival will deliver a talk on her recent work 'Raven'. More

Photo Kathmandu 2015 invites Swiss photographer Anne Golaz
Anne Golaz will invite viewers in Kathmandu to meet with a vacillating world,
using light and darkness. Her talk 'After an elusive world' will outline the
main moves driving her photographic practice. More

The exhibition 'Le Corbusier – Mastering the image' comes to Delhi
On the occasion of the 50th death anniversary of Le Corbusier and the
Year of Swiss Innovation in India, the Embassy of Switzerland in India
brings the exhibition Le Corbusier  Mastering the image to Delhi. More

Nik Bärstch to tour India with zenfunk quartet RONIN
Swiss pianist & composer Nik Bärtsch will tour India this November 2015
with RONIN, a quartet that proceeds with the work on his 'ritual groove
music'. More

Cie Gilles Jobin presents QUANTUM in India

Swiss choreographer Gilles Jobin, recipient of the Swiss Grand Award for
Dance 2015 presents QUANTUM, an innovative dance performance in
Bangalore and Delhi. More

Pro Helvetia New Delhi is now on TWITTER!
Follow us on Twitter at @PHND_swiss_arts to get daily updates on our
events and activities. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Follow us on Twitter at @PHND_swiss_arts
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
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